gone by, I've become much more ruthless as to what to preserve and what to trash. Before lugging home large piles of paper, I screen them and throwaway those that seem to have little relevance. I have become more honest with myself when I see material that I realize I will never read.
At the end of an Academy meeting, I've started to ask my friends to tell me what one or two things they have learned that are new. For many of them, this causes a glazing over or a rolling back of their eyes. There is the obvious sense that there is nothing new and that they did not learn anything. The eeyores say they rarely see anything new at a meeting and that it appears the "same old, same old." Upon further questioning, though, there are often one or two things that stand out. These may be something as simple as triggering a question or series of questions that were in the back of their minds and that now need to be answered. It may also be as straightforward as a thought of a new idea, or an idea so crazy that it requires attention.
It is true that pearls seem to be harder to find. Many One's educational process is like a wonderful jew-times, those jewels that you now use have appeared elry case, empty when first opened and with a ten-and you're not sure how they moved from a distant, dency to fill with baubles instead of pearls. I recall disheveled portion of your education to something early educational experiences of sitting in courses at incorporated into your everyday life. Ask where you Academy meetings where I felt so ignorant that I had are now compared with 5, 10, or 15 years ago, and to gather information as fast as possible. Everything you will realize that things you are doing today are was new and every bit of information seemed like a significantly different from those in the past. Before pearl that needed to be treasured, categorized, and you become a full-fledged curmudgeon, do the heufiled away for future use, but in reality, much of it was ristic process of looking back to where you were. The costume jewelry. The longer I am engaged in continu-Academy meeting raised these questions in me and ing education and learning, the less frantic I become pointed out that almost everything I'm doing today is about information. I find certain redundancy in mate-not what I was doing 15 or 20 years ago in practice. I rials that I've heard or read.
applied the test by looking at articles that first ap-We are now several months past our Academy peared in this journal and then compared them with meeting and I have emptied my file folders of all those the ones we've published last year. I looked back at handouts and technical brochures that seemed prom-texts that were present when I started practice. If you ising. Some of these are the ones I thought I would do this, you most definitely chuckle to yourself in read but have merely piled on my desk. As years have terms of thinking how primitive or naive we truly seemed to be. When I try to analyze where this information came from, it is almost as though there were a tectonic movement of allochthonous material that is somehow now incorporated into the way I function in surgery and medicine. Pearls are found in unexpected places, but they are never found without a search. This search, I've found, Foot & Ankle Internationai/Vol. 19, No. 5/May 1998 requires sorting through the alluvial areas of my educational process and jettisoning those things that have become outdated and are never used. This, then, makes room in the jewelry case for new gems that are present, just waiting to be found. Lowell D. Lutter, M.D. Editor-in-Chief
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